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Uk knife law everyday carry

This post was originally published in April 2017, but was updated to include newer models. There's nothing like living in the great United States, but sometimes you just have to get out to see the world. Unfortunately, not all your knives can take the trip with you. If you travel to the UK (or live there), your knives will be heavily regulated and subject to confiscation if they do not meet strict requirements (and sometimes if they do). Despite
bin campaigns, increasing rules on knife purchases, and a general demonization of all bladed tools, knife and gun crime saw a significant spike last year. That means knives will be under even more scrutiny. You can still carry knives in the UK under very special circumstances. UK Knife Laws Before we get into the actual knives you can carry, here are the basic knife laws in the UK. It is illegal to carry a knife in public for no good
reason - unless it is a knife with a folding blade 3 inches long (7.62cm) or less. It seems that it is therefore legal to carry a larger knife or even a fixed blade as long as it is for good reason, but I would not push my luck. All locking knives are prohibited, including those in multitools (RIP Victorinox SwissChamp). There are also a number of banned knives and weapons in the books, such as butterfly knives, flick knives, gravity knives,
disguised knives, zombie knives (even those that fall under the usual regulations!), and more. With that in mind, here are 12 UK legal knives.* * It's very possible these knives will still be taken away so be careful no matter what. 1. Spyderco UK Penknife Let's start with the typical British knife: Spyderco UK Penknife. This knife usually tops all these UK legal lists because Spyderco designed this knife specifically with these laws in mind.
The British Penknife uses quality materials with a 2.93-inch CTS BD1 steel blade and an FRN handle. It weighs just 1.7 grams and represents the best a typical US team Spyderco has to offer. And like all these knives, the British penknife is a slide joint, except that this one has a notch joint. 2. Cold Steel Lucky One Cold Steel is best known for its large knives with some of the most threatening features, such as flippers, dagger blades,
serras and everything else the ordinary person can be intimidated by. But they offer a thin single-bladed slip common folder that is OK to wear in the UK called Lucky One. Sub-3-inch blade uses premium S35VN steel and lightweight carbon fiber scales. It may be the only knife Cold Steel offers that is UK-friendly. 3. Fall knife LTC I am a sucker for fall knife knives due to really amazing craftsmanship and thoughtful design. The fall knife
LTC is a fine pen knife that complies with the laws of most countries, including the UK. Ltc stands for Legal to Carry and comes with a 2.3-inch blade made from its famous laminated 3G-in laminated powder and an aluminum handle. It also comes in of colors, which always helps. Believe it or not, people find knives in colors other than black less intimidating. The one featured at the top is Midnight Blue. 4. Spyderco Roadie The second
of several Spyderco knives on this list is Roadie. You may have to fend off your eyes on this one because that's what many will classify as ugly (not me, of course, but you know who you are). Sure, Roadie looks like an actual Dodo (even more than Spyderco Dodo), but it does its job, and it does well. Roadie was originally designed to comply with almost changed TSA regulations that would allow small knives on planes again before it
was unfortunately gone back. It has a roughly 2-inch blade made of N690Co steel and an FRN handle. The ergonomics are quite impressive for being such a small knife. This Italian-made Spyderco is just an ounce and even got the coveted perfect score from Everyday Commentary. 5. Kershaw Gadsden Gadsden is Kershaw's attempt at a good classic slip joint. This model has two blades with a maximum length of 2.75 inches when
open. It opens with a nail nick and looks quite unpretentious. 6. CRKT Art Deco CRKT Art Deco is inspired by the obelisk, which it looks like when opened. The knife has the same blade length and steel as Quill, but with a groove to open the knife that extends over the length of the blade. It also has G10 handle scales for an even lighter weight of less than an ounce. 7. Victorinox Spartan Swiss Army Knife There is no more iconic knife
that evokes a sense of calm than the Victorinox Swiss Army Knife. Victorinox has lots of knives falling under the British knife laws, but you have to be careful with some of the models with longer locking blades. I recommend Victorinox Spartan. It is a direct relative of the original Officer's Knife and has two leaves, a reamer with a sewing hen, canopy, bottle opener, screwdrivers, a corkscrew, toothpick and tweezers. It will do the job. 8.
SOG Terminus This is the latest knife on the list. SOG is best known for more tactical design, but just dipped the toe into the slip joint market with Terminus and Centi I. Terminus acts as a winner due to its overall design and solid slip joint mechanism. The 3-inch blade is made with CTS BD1 stainless steel and the handle is G10. It comes in an all-black version, but if you travel to the UK, you'll probably be better served to carry the less
intimidating brown-handled version. 9. Byrd Tern If you found yourself gravitating towards Spyderco UK Penknife but couldn't see yourself shelling out so much money for it, then Spyderco has the knife for you. Spyderco created a budget version of UKPK and added it to its Byrd line. Byrd Tern has essentially the same design, but with lower end steel on 2.75-inch blade, grippier G-10 handle scales, and a comet thumb notch. In
addition, you save around $30. Case Sod Buster Jr. Case is known for making all-American slip joint models, along with a few fixed What better way to show your patriotism than with a US-made slip joint? Most Case slip joints are OK under Uk laws, but you need to be careful not to take a model with a blade longer than 3 inches. Slip common models are a matter of preference, but I recommend Sod Buster Jr, who is among the
bestsellers at Knife Depot. If you want a more traditional model, wear something like pocket worn small texas toothpick. 11. Boker Plus Tech Tool City 1 Boker Plus Tech Tool is the brand at its best. You can pick this knife up in tons of different iterations with different tools. I'm quite fond of the simple Tech Tool City 1 with a single blade and G-10 scales. You can also get it with more tools if that's what you prefer. While it doesn't have
the same iconic look as the Victorinox Swiss Army Knife, some say this multitool is even better. It was made with places like Britain in mind. 12. Spyderco Urban I am very disappointed to say spyderco PITS has been discontinued, so it had to be replaced. Fortunately, there is even a Spyderco that can take its place on this list: Urban. This lightweight knife is an evolution of the original with a smaller 2.61-inch blade made of N690Co
steel and a black FRN handle. The knife weighs only 2 grams, and it is easy to carry with the wire clip. We do not sell knives to persons under the age of 18, we will verify age before your order is shipped. If we cannot verify your age using our system, we may ask you to send a photo/scan of a valid UK identification document, such as a driver's license or passport showing your date of birth. Once your age is confirmed, we will keep a
record and you will not be requried to provide ID on future orders for knives or bladed items. If you do not provide the relevant ID, your order will be cancelled and refunded. Buying and carrying knives in the UK - the law laws of buying and carrying a knife depend on the type of knife, your age and your circumstances. It is illegal to carry a knife in public for no good reason - unless it is a knife with a folding blade 3 inches long (7.62 cm)
or less, such as a Swiss Army knife. Locking knives (knives with knives that can be locked when they unfold) are not classified as folding knives and are illegal to carry in public for no good reason. The maximum penalty for an adult carrying a knife is 4 years in prison and a fine of 5,000. A court will decide if you have a good reason to carry a knife if you are accused of carrying it illegally. It is illegal for anyone under the age of 18 to
carry a knife in a public place. It is illegal for anyone under the age of 18 to buy a knife. Any article that has a blade is considered a knife, regardless of whether the blade is part of a tool or multitool. You can see uk Knife Law on GOV.UK website here To stay within the law, a knife that has a non-locking blade that is 3 in length or less is okay to bear responsibly as as you are 18 or older, we have put together a portion of knives 'UK
Legal Carry Knives' with which you can choose a knife that falls into this category. Please note that there are certain places that schools were no knife can be carried, please see the information on the link below on GOV.UK website for full details. Is it illegal to own a knife with a locking blade or a fixed knife? No, it is not illegal to buy or own a fixed blade knife or one with a locking blade as long as you are 18 years of age or older. Most
people use these knives at home, in the garden or on private land for Bushcraft or other hobbies that are within the law. But these knives are not legal to carry in public places for no good reason. Before you buy or carry a knife it is your responsibility to be aware of the law. More information about Knives and the law in the UK can be found at GOV.UK link below...
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